
English
This half term we will be finding out 

about the exciting adventures of Barney 
and Stig through our class novel ‘Stig of 

the Dump.’ We will also be writing 
biographies and an adventure story with 
an alternative ending. To support at home 

please practise writing sentences with 
inverted commas to mark speech.    

Maths
Our Maths learning this half term will 
be focused on how to subtract using 
exchanging. We will also be learning 
how to multiply and divide using 

practical resources to support us. To 
support with multiplication please 

practise sorting amounts into equal 
groups for example- make 2 groups 

with 3 in each group. To support with 
division, please practise sharing into 
equal groups for example – share 12 

between 3 groups.   

ICT
We will develop an understanding 
of computer networks and will be 

able to describe some of the 
components that make up the 

school’s computer network. We will 
develop our skills in presenting our 

work digitally using Microsoft 
PowerPoint

PE
During our PE lessons, we will be 

focusing on activities which improve 
stamina, develop core strength and 
improve our fitness. We will also be 

learning how to become better gymnasts 
by linking movements together, looking 
at balance, working at different levels 
and transitions between movements. 

PSHE
Our PSHE topic is all about 

valuing differences and how we 
can respect others that may be 

different from ourselves. Geography
As part of our Geography, we will be 
learning all about different modes of 

transport. We will also be learning how we 
can travel to different destinations around 

the world.

History 
In History we will be learning all about 
how women helped with the war effort 
during WW1. We will also be learning all 

about the Iron Age and what life was like 
for Iron Age man. 

Music
We will continue to learn how to 
play the ukulele and master all 
it’s features. We will continue to 
explore other instruments from 

the string family. We will also be 
learning a Christmas song from 

Hawaii.

Science
In Science, we will be studying 

the 3 different types of rocks and 
their properties. We will also be 
learning about light and how we 
depend on it. Finally, we will be 
pulling together to learn all about 
magnets and forces. To support 
at home please investigate how 

light travels.

RE
In RE we are looking at what it 
means to be a follower of Jesus 
and exploring why Jesus is so 

special to Christians. 

Help at home 
Please read at home at least three times a 

week. 

Websites
TT Rock Stars

Purple Mash – logins are in your reading 
record.

Top Marks - Hit the Button (for 3, 4 and 
8 times tables and number bonds), 

Caterpillar Ordering to 1000, subtraction 
grids up to 100
BBC Bitesize


